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The case for raising the bar on communication comes down to getting the outcomes 
you want while spending less time getting those outcomes

• Unclear strategies lead to unclear presentations

• Poor storytelling makes presentations forgettable

• Ineffective data visualization means high-leverage 

insights are lost

• Ineffective presentations lead to follow-ups

• Skill gaps limit ability to create professional 

presentations quickly

• Differing templates lead to inconsistent slides or 

time wasted reformatting

• Authors must start from scratch every time

Spending Less Time on PresentationsGetting the Outcomes you Want

Common Communication Challenges Facing Organizations

Communication is the lens through which clients judge an organization – even with great 
products and services, poor presentations lead to lost sales and clients
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Strategy

PresentationAnalysis

Effective presentations start with a clear strategy that has been informed by insightful 
analysis

Presentations socialize the strategy 

and get stakeholder feedback

Analysis informs the strategy 

and assesses its success

Data visualization enables analysts 

to identify and communicate insights
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Effective presentation design is grounded in effective communication principles

Presentation Design Principles

Reduce Noise

Tell a Clear Story

• Support your story with data and graphs

• Use frameworks, images, and icons to convey 

your ideas

• Assess your audience, purpose, and setting to 

determine your design

• Create a compelling story

• Put important things first

• Leverage a standard template with a simple, 

elegant design 

• Write professionally

• Use the fewest words required

Present with Confidence

• Prepare and practice

• Show confidence with your voice and body

• Read your audience as you present

Leverage Graphics
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Effective presentation design is grounded in effective communication principles

Value of Applying the Presentation Design Principles

Reduce Noise

Tell a Clear Story

• Supports your points with relevant data

• Makes your presentations easier to digest and 

remember 

• Ensures you have the right answer

• Makes your presentation memorable

• Begins effective change management

• Ensures your message shines through

• Reduces the time spent building and reading 

presentations

• Enables seamless merging among authors 

Present with Confidence

• Builds trust with your audience

• Makes your presentation engaging 

Leverage Graphics
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Workshops are the first step to raising the bar for presentations in an organization; 
coaching and presentation toolkits ensure the change sticks

Workshops 

• Presentations That Drive Action: Focus on storytelling, data visualization, & design

• Advanced Presentations That Drive Action: Focus on creating “disciples” who can help peers

• Executive Storytelling: Focus on strategy, storytelling, & presentation structure

Coaching/Consulting

• Coaching: Help individuals improve their communication and influencing skills by raising their 

game on presentation design and delivery

• Consulting: Collaboratively build presentations, e.g., optimizing a client acquisition deck

Presentation Toolkits

• Templates: Create/refine standard templates to enable consistent, professional presentations 

• Slide Libraries: Build customizable slides to reduce presentation creation time
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Workshops are hands-on and cover all aspects of designing presentations that 
influence and drive action

Sample Workshop Objectives

✓ Assess your audience, purpose, & setting to determine your design

✓ Design your presentation for a virtual environment

✓ Storyboard your presentation

✓ Tell a clear story that effectively influences stakeholders & drives action

✓ Ensure key points are clear & supported by “the why”

✓ Distill & visualize data in ways that clearly support conclusions

✓ Make the message concise

✓ Leverage presentation software to design professional presentations in less time

✓ Avoid common communication mistakes that reduce your credibility

✓ Leverage communication & design principles to ensure your message shines through

✓ Deliver your presentation with confidence
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For more information, contact: 

john.polk@johnpolkandassociates.com

Sign up for my newsletter at:

johnpolkandassociates.com

Connect with me on LinkedIn

mailto:john.polk@johnpolkandassociates.com
https://johnpolkandassociates.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnwpolk/
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John Polk is the President of John Polk & Associates and former Professor of Data 

Visualization at the University of Richmond’s Robins School of Business. John 

designed the “Creating Effective Presentations” workshop for Capital One that has 

since been attended by over 10,000 associates. John’s mix of real-world experience, 

practical focus, and sense of humor made “Creating Effective Presentations” one of 

the highest-rated and most-requested workshops. John now teaches workshops and 

consults at corporations on designing and delivering presentations in ways that drive 

action. He is on a mission to rid the world of poor presentations while giving leaders 

the tools to communicate their story in a way that makes their data sing. 

John has over 15 years’ experience leading Strategy and Analysis teams across Operations and Marketing. In those 

roles, he wrote thousands of presentations and coached associates, at all levels, on effective presentation design. 

Learn more about John on LinkedIn or at johnpolkandassociates.com.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnwpolk/
https://johnpolkandassociates.com/

